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No Loop de Loop
Do you have one in your collection?

By Mike Marchioni

Fifty -cent Justice note with no loop.

WHEN I FIRST BEGAN COLLECTING FRACTIONAL
Currency in the late 1960s, the readily available fractional ref-

' erence works consisted of D. W. Valentine's Fractional Currency
of the United States, F. Limpert's United States Postage and

Fractional Currency, and Matt Rothert's A Guide Book of United States Fractional
Currency. With my research tools in hand, I busily collected such items as the
fourth issue Liberty notes with the misspelled "Allison" signature, open "e,"
closed "e," and the Allison with the "dot" in several places.

Today, unfortunately, nobody seems to care about the oddities produced
in the fourth issue by the American Bank Note Company (ABNC). Were the
Allison misspellings an error or purposely done by an engraver? I don't have an
answer for that question; however, two years ago I had an opportunity to view
49 different ABNC engravers proofs of the fourth issue Liberty note—all with
ever so slight design variations. It would be interesting to know how many vari-
ations actually made it into production.

All of this brings me to the question as to what constitutes a "complete
collection" of regular issue notes? Is a regular issue collection complete accord-
ing to the works of Valentine, Limpert, Rothert, or according to listings found

in Robert Friedberg's Paper Money of the
United States? Most collectors view the
135 pieces listed in the Friedberg refer-
ence work as a complete set.

No one in the fractional communi-
ty appears to have a problem accepting
the Fr. 1255a (Tom O'Mara's example
fetched a record price of $138,000), or
the Fr. 1330 into the Listing, although it
is quite doubtful that either note was
ever released to the public. I have, how-
ever, seen one VG Fr. 1330.

Others, however, do question the
inclusion of the 1310a (two sheets of "perf 14" notes historically have been
attributed to the actions of dealer Harlan P. Smith circa 1890. Such notes, as
stated by Heritage/CAA in the Torn O'Mara catalogue, "...remain(s) highly
desirable and collectible in spite of its possible private perforations").

Some question the Fr. 1248, the earliest appearance of which was in an
auction in 1890 conducted by none other than Harlan P. Smith. The Fr. 1248
has reverse surcharges unlike any other fractional issue. Only the former
Kessler Fr. 1248 has the old English "0" that is comparable to the "0" found
on the Fr. 1320. It is still questionable, even if the Kessler note is genuine, that
it was ever released to the public.

To me it is rather amazing that other rather rare regular notes produced
by the Federal government don't get the attention (or the prices) they deserve.
Most notable is the 1365a. According to Martin Gengerke "Most Justice plates
had 12 subjects, but a few had 30. One of these had the plate position letter "a"
on notes in the left column (face plate #62) rather than notes on the top row and
did not have the number "1." Any Justice notes having the "a" only...and miss-
ing the signature loop on the left edge...would be from this plate of 30"
(Gengerke, 1972, 81).
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Above: Regular Justice sheet showing the
"normal" location of plate position figures.

Right: Location of position figures on a
sheet from plate #62.

Far right: Location of position figures on a
sheet from plate #5.
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Gengerke also indicated that documented evidence exists that the afore-
mentioned plates were cut down to a more manageable size (Gengerke, 2005,
personal communication; also see Knebl, pg 18). Given the margin size between
Justice notes, many notes that are cut into the left portion of the design may
appear to be "no loop" varieties; however, only if some portion of the left margin
exists can the note be verified as a Fr. 1365a.

Tom Knebl added to the research on the Justice variety in Paper Money
Vol. 17, pages 16-18. According to Knebl, in addition to the plate with the posi-
tion indicator "a" on the left side obverse (face plate #62), another curiously con-
figured 30-specimen plate existed. Face plate #5 had the position figure "a" only
on the top three notes; hence, for face plate #5, only the upper left note would
be a "no loop" variety.

Knebl searched shows and dealer stocks in hopes of finding the elusive "no
loop" Fr. 1365. Finally, he discovered one in a group of Justice and Spinner
notes he had acquired. and upon closer examination he discovered the note had
an inverted back plate #29 (p. 17-18). Knebl indicated that back plate #29 was a
12-subject plate, which indicated that, indeed, the obverse plate had been cut
from 30 specimens to 12 (p. 18). Based upon Gengerke's research on plate
information, Knebl presumed that his Fr. 1365a was from plate #5.

Ultimately, the Knebl Fr. 1365a was purchased by Milton Friedberg from
Kagin's 1981 Memphis auction (lot #738) and later became lot #666 in the CAA
sale (current owner is unknown to this writer) of the Milton Friedberg collec-
tion. The only other auction record of a Fr. 1365a that I could find was lot #276
in the CAA May 2001 sale (p. 37). CAA listed the note as a "Newly Discovered
"No Loop" Justice from Plate #5." I would question CAA's judgment as to the
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front plate number of the note appearing in the May 2001 sale. First, it doesn't
possess an inverted back plate #29 and the position letter "a" is different from
the Knebl/Friedberg note (see CAA, 1997, p. 98
and CAA, 2001, p. 37). Both notes are actually
"no loop, no loop" varieties, i.e., they are both
from the upper left corner of a sheet. Was the
note in the CAA 2001 sale actually from front
plate #62, rather than plate #5? If Knebl's
assumptions were correct concerning his note,
the 2001 CAA note must have come from face
plate #62, rather than place #5. The note from
the CAA 2001 sale was purchased by Tom
O'Mara and was lot #16079 in the O'Mara Sale
by Heritage/CAA in May 2005. It was purchased
by the writer.

The only other Fr. 1365a that I have seen
was another "no loop, no loop" variety from the
upper left of a sheet—the letter "a" appears to be
the same as that of Tom O'Mara's example. If I
am correct in my assumptions, it too would be
from the sheet with face plate # 62. That note
(the Marchioni piece) was sold privately and
resides in a Midwestern collection. Martin
Gengerke indicated that he had seen three Fr.
1365a notes. Since Martin never saw my exam-
ple, the current census for the note would total
four (Knebl/Friedberg note in XF;
O'Mara/Marchioni note in AU and Marchioni
note in XF; Martin did not indicate the grade of
the other Fr. 1365a that he had seen.).

Given the rarity of the note and the fact
that it was not seen in most major auction sales,
the note has brought modest prices at auction
(Knebl/Friedberg $935; O'Mara $1,840). I
believe the note to be severely undervalued and
that it, and the Fr. 1286a, should be considered a
part of any regular issue set. As of this writing, no example of a "no loop, loop"
variety of the Fr. 1365a has been discovered, i.e., notes along the left side of face
plate # 62 that have the loop from the "p" in Spinner's signature in the upper
right portion of the note. If I am correct that notes from both plates #5 and #62
exist, several more examples of the 1365a should be available.

Do you have one? Happy hunting!
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Top: "Loop" variety from the over-
lapping of Francis Spinner's signature.

Above: "No Loop" variety
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